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The Nexus™Lock System from Truth Hardware is the latest in two-point

and multi-point lockset options for sliding patio doors. Designed to be compatible

with all industry standard handle sets, the Nexus Locking Systems have a number of

standard features that have been proven by our customers to set Truth apart from

the competition.

Two-Point System
Combining both versatility and easy installation, the Nexus System is suitable for

either wood or vinyl door applications, and is available in three unique mounting

configurations; Flush Mount, Face Mount (16mm or 20mm Euro groove), or

Recessed. The Nexus Two-Point Lock is available in either stainless steel or carbon

steel and utilizes two opposing locking points (hooks) that offers an intuitive single

point of horizontal adjustment for the reach of the lock hooks.

Multi-Point Lock System
The Nexus Multi-Point Lock System which is offered in stainless steel as a standard,

has three individually adjustable locking points with opposing upper and lower lock

points to prevent the door from being lifted which further enhances its security. A

greater adjustment range at the remote hooks provides the additional forgiveness

needed on doors which may be out-of-square due to poor installation.

For more information visit www.truth.com or call 1-800-866-7884.

Fool Proof Installation From Top To Bottom
Lockset Options Featuring Unique Mounting Configurations.

Warranty: Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window & Door Manufacturers
and Authorized Distributors. Refer to Truth’s Terms and Conditions for further details.

Standard features for the Nexus family of lock systems includes:

ANTI-SLAM FEATURE: Truth’s “anti-slam” feature prevents potential damage to

the door or locking system hooks by not allowing the hooks to be extended unless the

door is closed against the frame. This feature ensures that when the lock is operated it

is close enough to properly engage the keeper avoiding a “false” sense of lock up.

STANDARD & EXTENDED REACH: The Nexus Locking System has two options

for the lock, standard and extended reach, which each have a horizontal adjustment

feature built into them to offer additional forgiveness.

INDUSTRY TESTED: The Nexus Lock Systems have been built to help customers

meet the AAMA and CAWM forced entry requirements. The

Nexus Two-Point System can exceed

2,800 lbs. of pulling force and the

Multi-Point System exceeds 3,000 lbs.

KEEPERS: Truth realizes that

no two door systems are exactly

alike; therefore we have

designed multiple keeper options

to accommodate your application.

In addition, a special “keeper locator”

makes the installation of the keeper

virtually fool proof.

Distinctive Styling
To Complement
Any Patio Door.

Nexus Multi-Point
System shown
with three
individually
adjustable locking
points.


